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Choice Prediction With Semidefinite Optimization
When Utilities are Correlated

Vinit Kumar Mishra, Karthik Natarajan, Member, IEEE, Hua Tao, and Chung-Piaw Teo

Abstract—We consider the problem of making choice prediction
by optimizing the expectation of maximum utility in discrete choice
situations, and propose a discrete choice model which generates
choice probabilities through a semidefinite program. The choice
model, termed as the cross moment model (CMM) is parsimonious
in that it uses only the mean and covariance information of the util-
ities. It is encouraging that CMM generates reasonable choice es-
timates when utilities are correlated even though no distributional
assumptions on random utilities are made.

We present a few examples in route choice setting and random
walk to test the quality of choice prediction using CMM. By
capturing correlations among utilities, CMM avoids some of the
common behavioral limitations, such as the Independence of Irrel-
evant Alternatives and the Invariate Proportion of Substitution,
present in several discrete choice models. Being a convex opti-
mization problem, it obviates the use of exhaustive simulation in
computing choice probabilities for which the multinomial probit
(MNP) model is often criticized.

CMM can be easily used in design problems such as product-line
selection and assortment planning. We exploit CMM to solve a
flexible packaging design problem faced by online retailers and
warehouses. We use the data provided by a local service part
supplier for this design problem and compare the results with
Multinomial Logit and MNP models. We find that CMM not only
captures utility correlations in this problem and provides good
designs but also has computational advantages over MNP which
uses simulation.

Index Terms—Cross moment model (CMM), multinomial probit
(MNP).

I. INTRODUCTION

C ONSIDER a set of alternatives and a
set of consumers where each consumer is indexed with at-

tributes . The utility that the consumer associates with alterna-
tive is . From the point of view of a researcher, this utility
is random. Under the standard additive random utility model, the
utility of alternative is specified as
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The deterministic component of the utility is the part
which the researcher can describe through various observable
alternative attributes such as price, cost, etc., and consumer at-
tributes such as age, income, etc. All the unobserved factors (id-
iosyncracies) are captured through the random component of
the utility . Each consumer chooses the alternative with the
highest utility with the researcher interested in estimating the
probability of a consumer choosing an alternative. The prob-
ability that a consumer with attributes chooses alternative
(choice probability) is

Based on the assumptions on the joint distribution of the
random error terms, varying choice models can be generated
that are consistent with the utility maximizing behavior of
consumers. For ease of exposition, we focus on customers with
fixed attributes and suppress the dependence of the results on

.
When are i.i.d. type-1 extreme value distributed random

variables, the choice model is the Multinomial Logit (MNL)
model, popularized by Luce [20] and McFadden [22], among
others. Under MNL, the cumulative distribution function of
each error term is assumed to be

with the choice probability equal to

This choice model however suffers from the Independence
of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) property, namely, the ratio of
choice probabilities for any two alternatives is unaffected by
the presence of other alternatives. When alternatives share
many common attributes, MNL tends to exaggerate the market
shares. There are plenty of examples in practice where the
utility evaluation is not independent across alternatives. In
transportation choice problems such as airline networks (Bront
et al. [5]), slight variation in features are used to distinguish
alternatives. In general, in these problem settings, different
resources are combined to provide for the configuration of
different alternatives (e.g., each resource corresponds to a
single-leg flight, and an alternative is defined as an itinerary and
fare-class combination). The sharing of common resources can
result in high correlations in utilities among the alternatives.
In these circumstances, a model which ignores the correlation
among the utilities associated with the alternatives can give
inaccurate choice probabilities.
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The issue of correlation in utility evaluation can be addressed
using the Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) models (see Mc-
Fadden [23]). This family of models includes the MNL, Nested
Logit and Cross-Nested Logit (CNL) as special cases. In GEV
models, the choice probability is given as

where , and the function
is a non-negative differentiable function which

satisfies specific properties listed in McFadden [23]. The joint
distribution of the error terms is given as

GEV models have the advantage that the choice probabilities
have a closed form expression, but suffer from a complicated
specification of the dependence structure for the error terms.
Fitting a GEV model (or the generating function ) to an in-
tuitive correlation structure is a challenging task. For a given
function, verifying that it satisfies the properties in [23] is cum-
bersome, and involves estimating the signs of derivative up to
order . Daley and Bierlaire [12] propose network structures to
capture underlying correlations and show that under certain con-
ditions, a GEV model can be built. Among GEV models, CNL
has attracted a considerable amount of attention mainly because
it can capture more complex covariance structures (see [1]–[3],
[21], [27]). However CNL cannot cover all possible covariance
structures, and the level of fitting depends on the nesting struc-
ture used. For a given covariance structure, there are infinite
CNL specifications, and hence, infinite choice probabilities can
be generated.

The Multinomial Probit (MNP) model is another popular dis-
crete choice model that accounts for general correlation struc-
tures. In MNP, the error terms are assumed to be normally dis-
tributed with zero mean and nonsingular covariance matrix
with joint distribution given as

The choice probability in this case does not have a closed form
and is often evaluated through simulations. The computational
burden associated with choice prediction has limited its appli-
cability in practice. Clark [7] and Daganzo [14] propose numer-
ical approximations for the choice probabilities for normal vari-
ates, building on an approximation method for pairs of normal
random variables. Kamakura and Srivastava [18] overcome this
issue by approximating the covariance matrix using two param-
eters and a proximity measure.

Steenburgh [26] recently noted that many popular choice
models including MNL, GEV, and MNP suffer from a
counter-intuitive property known as the Invariant Propor-
tion of Substitution (IPS). This property is best understood at
an attribute level. By improving the attribute of an alternative,
the growth in the improved alternative’s choice probability is
drawn from each of the other alternatives in the same propor-
tion no matter which attribute is improved. This behavior is

counter-intuitive as one would expect the consumer’s substi-
tution patterns to depend on whether the alternatives became
more similar as attributes are changed. One way to circumvent
this property is through the use of models that allow for error
components to become more correlated as alternatives become
similar (see the discussion in [26]). However an actual imple-
mentation of the model was not provided therein.

In this paper, we propose a parsimonious model for discrete
choice based on the mean and covariance information of utili-
ties that can address the IIA and IPS properties. While MNP uses
utilities that are normally distributed and GEV assumes a gen-
eralized extreme value distribution, our model does not make an
explicit assumption on the distribution form of utilities. We use a
semidefinite program (SDP) to compute choice probabilities for
the distribution that maximizes the expected maximum utility
over all joint distributions with the given mean and covariance
information. We refer to the proposed model as the Cross Mo-
ment Model (CMM). As we will show through various exam-
ples and a real-life application, CMM works well when utilities
among alternatives are correlated. By making use of efficient
solvers for semidefinite programming, CMM avoids exhaustive
simulations required for MNP. Semidefinite programming has
proved to be an important tool in several engineering applica-
tions including robust control (see [6] and [19]) and robust fil-
tering (see [16]). To the best of our knowledge, this is one of
the first attempts to apply SDP to discrete choice models. The
model is related to the SDP technique to solve moment prob-
lems (see [8], [9], [11], [13], [24], and the references therein).
A closely related paper to ours is that of Boyle and Lin [4], who
solve the dual version of our semidefinite program in a finance
context.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we
formally introduce the Cross Moment Model which is a
semidefinite program and generates choice probabilities as
optimal values of some of the variables. In Section III, we
explore a few applications of CMM to test the nature of choice
predictions made and present several examples in binary choice,
route choice, and random walk. We further present examples to
show that CMM can avoid behavioral limitations such as IIA
and IPS. In Section IV, we consider a flexible packaging design
problem using CMM, and propose a greedy swapping heuristic
to solve this problem. A detailed comparison of MNL, MNP,
and CMM is provided to indicate some of the key benefits with
the new model. Finally we conclude in Section V.

II. CROSS MOMENT MODEL

Assume that for the random utility vector , the mean vector
and the second moment matrix are known

...
...

...
. . .

...

where and and . Under
the first choice assumption, the decision maker chooses the al-
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ternative having maximum utility, and we are interested in esti-
mating the choice probability

(1)

In general, there are many possible distributions that satisfy the
prescribed moment conditions. One such distribution is the mul-
tivariate normal distribution for which the choice probabilities
can be estimated through simulation. Instead, we look for a joint
distribution where the choice estimates can be obtained easily
through solving a tractable semidefinite optimization problem.

Towards this goal, we consider the following maximization
problem:

(2)
where the optimization is over all joint distribution functions of
the utilities (denoted by ) that are consistent with the known
first two moments. Thus problem (2) estimates the maximum
expected utility that consumers with specified first two moments
of utility receive from choosing their most preferred (highest
utility) alternative. In what follows, Proposition 1 shows that
choice probabilities for the expected utility maximizing distri-
bution in (2) can be computed by solving a SDP. In a similar
vein, Natarajan et al. [24] showed that the expected utility max-
imizing distribution given only the mean and variance but ne-
glecting covariance information reduces to a second order cone
program. The reader is referred to [24] for details of their model
and its applications in discrete choice analysis. It is also rele-
vant to note that replacing the outer maximization function in
(2) with minimization leads to the classical Jensen’s bound (see
Bertsimas et al. [10]). In that case, the choice behavior would
be trivial with each consumer choosing the alternative with the
highest mean utility, thus making the model uninteresting from
a discrete choice perspective.

Before we present our main results, here are some of the no-
tations we use subsequently: denotes the dimensional Eu-
clidean space. denotes that the matrix is positive
semidefinite. denotes the transpose of column vector . To
denote vector inner product of two vectors of the same dimen-
sion we use , while is used to denote the standard ma-
trix inner product on the space of symmetric matrices for two
matrices and . Finally denotes the expectation with
respect to a distribution .

Proposition 1: Let denote a vector of dimension with 1
in the th position and 0 otherwise. Consider the semidefinite
program

(3)

where the decision variables are symmetric matrices of di-
mension , are vectors of dimension and are scalars.

Then, and the optimal values are the choice prob-
abilities for some optimal distribution to Problem (2).

Proof: We first show that the formulation (3) provides an
upper bound on . Consider a partition of space of the utility
into the sets

Define the decision variables as the scaled conditional moments
over these sets

The expected utility objective in problem (2) is then expressed
as

The first set of constraints in formulation (3) are obtained
by expressing the probability mass, mean and second moment
matrix for the utility levels as the sum of the scaled conditional
moments

The second set of constraints in formulation (3) follows
from the observation that the conditional covariance matrix

must be positive semidefinite
by definition for each . Multiplying the equation by
implies that is positive semidefinite for each .
Using Schur’s lemma, these constraints can be rewritten as the
positive semidefinite constraints

The necessary conditions in Formulation (3) imply that it pro-
vides an upper bound on , and we have .

Next, we use the optimal variables , and for
to generate the multivariate distribution that attains the

bound. First consider the case that is strictly positive for all
. The distribution is then generated as follows:
a) Choose with probability
b) Generate normally distributed utilities with mean vector

and second moment }.
This leads to the following set of inequalities and equalities:
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The first inequality is true since is a feasible distribution in
(2). The next equality is based on the mixture distribution
wherein denotes a normal
distribution with mean vector and covariance matrix

. The last inequality follows from by eval-
uating the utility of the th alternative under the th scenario
instead of the best alternative. Putting the results together, we
get , proving that bound is attainable. For the case
when there is an index with , the positive semidefi-
niteness condition implies that must be a vector of zeros.
We can then perturb the solution by adding the matrix to
the matrix for any index with . This maintains
feasibility of the SDP solution while not affecting the objective
value. The distribution can then be generated as before by
neglecting all cases wherein .

Lastly, by using a contradiction argument, we get

Indeed if this was not the case, then the inequality above
would be strict

since alternative would not take the maximum utility value.
Then, leads to the contradiction
that .

It should also be mentioned that Boyle and Lin [4] solve
Problem (2) in an option pricing context. The objective therein
is to find a distribution-free upper bound on the price of a Eu-
ropean call option on the maximum of several assets where the
bound depends on only the means and covariance matrix of the
prices of underlying assets on the termination of contract.

They show that Problem (2) can be solved as following
convex program:

(4)

SDP (3) in Proposition 1 is the primal formulation of (4), and
the arguments in the proof of Proposition 1 lead to the choice
probability interpretation of the variables to generate a choice
model.

A. Choice Model Representation of CMM

From the argument in Proposition 1, it is clear when the utili-
ties are normally generated with mean vector and second
moment matrix , alternative attains the maximum
utility value. Hence this normal distribution must be perfectly
correlated so that always attains the maximum utility. Note
that for bivariate normal variables and , holds with
probability 1 only when for some . The joint
distribution identified in Proposition 1 thus has the form

(5)

where is a normal random variable with mean 0 and variance
. The variance is the solution to the matrix equation

where is a vector of ones of dimension . Hence the utility
of the alternatives can be modeled as a choice model using the
following mixture distribution:

(6)

The parameter is the deterministic component of the
utility that satisfies for each .
are independent random variables with zero means and vari-
ances . Then scenario occurs with probability
under which the alternative with the highest utility is irrespec-
tive of the value of . Over this class of mixture distributions,
the values are chosen such that the expected utility
of the customer is maximized while satisfying known mean
and covariance of the utilities. The choice model we propose to
solve is then the following nonlinear problem

(7)

From the preceding development of CMM as a discrete
choice model, Proposition 1 leads to the following corollary.

Corollary 1: .
The equivalence of formulations (3) and (7) can be used to

generate insights into the construction of the optimal distri-
bution. In Formulation (7), let denote . Using a
change of variable, we define
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Let denote the projection of onto the -th coordinate.
We can then find or by solving the reformulation

(8)

Geometrically, the vectors can be interpreted
as finding a Cholesky factorization of the
moments matrix

oriented so that the th coordinates satisfy the boundary
conditions. We use this interpretation to find the closed-form
choice probabilities for CMM in the binary choice case.

Corollary 2: Consider two uncorrelated alternatives, with
means satisfying and variances . The
choice probabilities obtained from CMM have the following
values:

and

Proof: The variables in Formulation (8) can be rewritten
as

where the vectors form a set of orthonormal basis,
with , and for all . For the binary
choice case, the set of orthonormal basis can be expressed as

From the orthonormality conditions, we have

Solving these equations, we obtain

We then obtain the optimal values for and by solving the
problem

The optimality conditions yields the choice probabilities as

Next, consider the problem of scaling each of the utility func-
tions in CMM by a constant

The argument in the proof of Proposition 1 shows that the choice
probabilities obtained under the CMM model is scale invariant.

Corollary 3: Let be the choice probability for alterna-
tive in the CMM model . Then for all , we have

III. EXAMPLES

In this section, we provide a few examples to validate the
quality of choice predictions obtained from the Cross Moment
Model. In the first example, we consider the performance of
CMM for binary choice where the alternative utilities are in-
dependent and normally distributed. In the second example, we
solve problems in a route choice context with three and four
alternatives respectively, to compare the choice estimates gen-
erated by CMM with other choice models. The third example
shows that CMM can be used to overcome the IIA and IPS
properties. The fourth example deals with the use of CMM in
retrieving a close approximation to the arcsine law observed in
random walk models.

Example 1: Binary Choice Under Normal Distribution: As
our first example, we use the CMM to approximate the choice
probability , in binary choice case. Let and
be normally distributed and independent of each other. We com-
pare the closed form choice probability for CMM with the prob-
ability obtained through simulation for normal random vari-
ables. The first plot in Fig. 1 shows the solution obtained from
numerical evaluations, and that obtained from the CMM, with

, , as varies from 0 to 1.
The second plot shows the performance when the distribution of

changes to . The probabilities generated through
the CMM track closely the actual performance for this range of
parameters.

Example 2: Route Choice With Three and Four Alternatives:
We illustrate the quality of choice prediction by comparing it
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Fig. 1. Comparison of choice probabilities in binary choice case.

Fig. 2. Route choice network with three paths.

with existing choice models using two examples from the liter-
ature. These two examples also provide cases for three and four
choice alternatives, and are of particular interest since utilities
of alternatives are correlated.

The first example comes from Abbe et al. [1], who used the
example in a route choice context. Fig. 2 shows the network.
There are three available routes, , from origin (O) to
destination (D). The decision maker is assumed to choose one
of these paths based on the total cost of the path, which is sum of
the costs associated with the arcs belonging to the path. Variance
of the cost of link is , and costs on each
link are independent of each other. We have the following mean
vector and covariance matrix of the utility vector for the three
routes:

Fig. 3 shows a comparison of choice probabilities obtained
from CMM and MNP, for varying values of and . CMM
generated choice probabilities seem to mimic those from MNP
quite well.

The second example provides comparison of CMM with
MNP, CNL, and MNL. This simple four alternative example
was studied by Papola [25]. As shown in Fig. 4, there are four
alternative routes, , from origin (O) to destination
(D) available to the decision-maker. The utilities associated
with path , , where is the cost of each path.
Cost of a path is the sum of the costs of the links in that path.

Fig. 3. Comparison of CMM and MNP.

Mean cost associated with each link is shown in Fig. 4. The
variance of utility of path , , and covariance

for paths and is proportional to the sum of the
costs of common links in these two paths. Replicating Papola’s
example, we have the following mean vector and covariance
matrix:

We exploit CMM for this route choice example to find choice
probabilities and compare them with those found through MNL,
MNP and CNL under Papola’s cross-nested correlation struc-
ture (see Fig. 6 in Papola [25]). Table I shows a comparison
of the choice predictions. Unlike MNL, the choice probabili-
ties generated by semidefinite program (3) are quite close to the
other models, especially multinomial probit.

Example 3: IIA and IPS Properties: The third example
demonstrates how CMM can be used to overcome the coun-
terintuitive behavior implied by the IIA and IPS properties
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Fig. 4. Route choice network with four paths.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF CHOICE PREDICTIONS

TABLE II
LAPTOP CHOICE SET

discussed in Section I. These properties are formally defined
next.

Independence From Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA): The ratio
of choice probabilities, of any two alternatives
is unaffected by the presence of other alternatives. MNL is an
example where the IIA property holds.

Invariant Proportion of Substitution (IPS): Let be the
level of attribute of alternative . A discrete choice model
possesses IPS if and only if

(9)

where is a numerical constant for any given . There-
fore, IPS requires that the proportion of the increase in expected
demand for alternative that is generated by substitution away
from alternative following an improvement in attribute ,
does not depend on which attribute is improved. The nested logit
model and the covariance probit model suffer from this property.

Consider the example taken from Steenburgh [26] where a
customer faces a choice among laptop computers. The observ-
able attributes of the computers are the weight and the processor
speed (see Table II).

In Choice Set I, the customer faces a choice between two
laptop computers A and C. Laptop A is the lightest alternative
but it runs at the slowest speed. Laptop C is the fastest alter-
native but is the heaviest in weight. In Choice Set II, an addi-
tional Laptop B is added to the choice set with medium weight
and speed. The laptop attributes denoted by the vector (Weight,
Speed) are , and for
alternatives A, C and B respectively. We assume that the utility

value of alternative with weight and speed is repre-
sented by

where and correspond to the random noise terms in utility
evaluation relating to the weight and speed attributes of the lap-
tops. We assume and have mean 0, variance 1 and are un-
correlated. We also let denote the noise term introduced by
the unobserved attributes of alternative in utility evaluation.

is assumed to have mean 0 and variance 1, for all alternatives
in this example, and is independent of and . Thus

(10)

Furthermore, we assume is uncorrelated with and
while the correlation factor between and is . Computing
the mean and second moment matrix for the utilities gives us

The corresponding correlation matrix for the utilities is

As the weight of laptop is decreased ( increases), the
utilities for laptops and become more correlated. Likewise
as the speed of laptop increases ( increases), the utilities
for laptops and become more correlated.

We first consider the counterintuitive behavior implied by the
IIA property. In Choice Set I, the choice probabilities are 1/2
under CMM. For Choice Set II, we set and
change . The correlation between the utilities of al-
ternatives C and B is thus set to 0 while the correlation between
alternative B and A changes from 0 to 1. The choice probabil-
ities obtained from CMM is plotted in Fig. 5. Clearly the IIA
property is absent in this model. For example, if B is uncor-
related with A, then the choice probabilities for (A, B, C) are
(1/3,1/3,1/3) while if B is identical to A we get (1/4,1/4,1/2).

We next consider the counterintuitive behavior implied by
the IPS property. To check for this property, we compute the
change in choice probabilities as the attributes are modified. We
set and locate laptop B in the middle of the competing lap-
tops . Holding the speed fixed, we make
laptop B lighter and compute the new choice probabilities. Sim-
ilarly, we hold the weight fixed and increase the speed of laptop
B. The choice probabilities in Table III indicate that the IPS
property does not hold under this model. As B becomes lighter,
a greater proportion of the growth in it’s probability is drawn
from A (63.78%) as compared to C (36.22%). Similarly, as B
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Fig. 5. Absence of IIA property in CMM.

TABLE III
OVERCOMING THE IPS PROPERTY IN CMM

becomes faster, a greater proportion of the growth in it’s proba-
bility is drawn from C (63.78%) as compared to A (36.22%). In
fact, Steenburgh [26] suggests that the IPS property can be over-
come by allowing the error terms to become more correlated as
the alternatives become more similar. Using (10) and the CMM,
we provide a rigorous model to capture this behavior.

Example 4: Random Walk: In our fourth example, we test
the performance of CMM on a random walk problem, wherein
the explicit solution on the choice probabilities is well known.
Suppose are random variables with mean and standard
deviation . Let

with . The goal is to estimate the probability that the
random walk attains its maximum value at step . i.e., find

If ’s are iid, this probability can be rewritten as

Let . Then the classical arcsine law
states that the probability

Fig. 6. Comparison of Choice Probabilities under Arcsine Law and CMM with
� � ��.

converges in distribution to

Contrary to popular intuition, the two end points ( or
) have the highest probability of attaining the maximum.

The above is identical to a discrete choice problem, where the
utility of alternative is given by the summand .
We can obtain the choice probability estimates using the CMM,
with

...

...

...

...

Fig. 6 shows the choice prediction of the above random walk
model, based on the arcsine law and the CMM, for ,
using with mean , standard deviation , and

(i.e. ’s are symmetrical about the mean). Interestingly,
CMM is able to approximately return the arcsine law behaviour
of the choice probabilities, with slight over-estimation for the
popular alternatives ( and ), and under-estimation
for the less popular alternatives .

IV. FLEXIBLE PACKAGING DESIGN PROBLEM

In this section, we employ CMM to solve a practical problem
faced by a local service part supplier in Singapore. The company
stores various standard-sized boxes (called “mother boxes”) to
pack and ship their products (mainly service parts) to different
customer destinations. Unfortunately, due to varying sizes and
shapes of products in an order, and limitation on the type of
mother boxes available, the company has to often use a large box
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Fig. 7. Example of a box with low volume usage.

to pack products of an order, significant unused volume in the
mother box. Fig. 7 illustrates a typical order with items packed
inside a mother box. This box is the best available to ship this
order, but volume usage is quite low.

The third party logistics provider, however, charges the
company based on larger of the volumetric weight (defined
as volume of mother box in divided by 6000) and actual
weight. An inefficient utilization of volume in the used mother
box may, thus, lead to excessive shipping costs, which may
even sometimes be more than the value of the items shipped.

The customer orders arrive from six main destinations:
China, Japan, Korea, United States, Malaysia and Taiwan. The
observed variance in orders is quite high in terms of volume.
While orders can be large, orders with just one item are also
not uncommon. Each order requires the firm to ship the ordered
items in a mother box through one of the freight services.
With rare exceptions, the freight service used by the firm for
a particular destination is fixed. Each freight service has a
different freight rate but they follow an international standard
set by IATA (International Air Transport Association). On
receiving an order, each item is packed in a rectangular box
(item-box), size and shape of which could vary considerably
from item to item. All the item-boxes belonging to an order are
then packed in a mother-box. Usually, items shipped by the firm
have low density and it is the volume of the mother box that
determines the freight cost and not the actual weight. The firm
needs to maintain an inventory of several standard-sized mother
boxes, while keeping shipping cost as low as possible. On an
average, shipping cost constitutes around 85% of the total cost
of the firm’s services per line item. While high percentage
of shipping cost in total cost makes the mother-box selection
extremely important, the variability in size, shape and number
of items per order brings a challenging problem of selecting a
manageable number of standard-sized mother boxes. The firm
has been exploring the usage of a flexible packaging option, in
which a box with one base can be adjusted to have more than
one heights. One such box is shown in Fig. 8. This box can be
adjusted to have three different heights (more heights can be
achieved easily). The company’s problem is to select a set of

standard-sized boxes (defined by length and width only with
height being flexible), to minimize the average shipping cost.
We call this the flexible packaging design problem.

Fig. 8. Flexible box with three adjustable heights.

Note that the deterministic problem (with known input of the
items in each order and their shape distribution) is already a no-
torious combinatorial packing problem. The complexity of the
problem is exacerbated by the fact that item’s shape distribu-
tion usually fluctuates with each order, and finding a set of stan-
dard sized boxes that work well for all orders is thus a daunting
problem. We can encode the attributes of an order by a random
tuple 1, where is the destination of the order,
is the revenue generated by the order, and encodes the shape
of each item (length, width and height) in the order. Mother
box can be described by the shape attributes of the box, say

, denoting the length, width and height of box .
The utility of an order attached to mother box is thus

(11)

(12)

where is an indicator function, and is the cost of
shipping a box with volumetric weight to the destination .
Clearly, the utilities attached to the mother boxes are correlated,
depending on the shape distribution of items in the order, the
destinations and shapes of the boxes.

The flexible packaging design problem is to choose a set of
mother boxes (defined by length and width of the box) to

maximize the expected utility

where is the optimal value obtained through CMM by
solving the semidefinite optimization problem

The second moment matrix and mean vector is ob-
tained by looking at the corresponding subset from the

1We simplify the problem by assuming that the actual weight of items in each
order is smaller than the volumetric weight, so that the shipping cost is domi-
nated by volumetric weight alone.
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original matrix and vector . The number of decision vari-
ables in is which can be much smaller than
for . We augment the ease of choice estimation with
a greedy-swapping heuristic (used in many similar applications
such as product-line-design problems, see [15], [17]) to obtain a
“good” mother box set. More specifically, we first use a standard
greedy strategy to iteratively enlarge the set of mother-boxes till
we have candidates, and then we look for the best option to
swap a selected box with one that has not been selected by the
heuristic. To determine the best swap to adopt each time, we it-
eratively replace the current candidates with those unselected
ones and compare the resulting total utilities. The swapping
heuristic thus maintains a set of mother-boxes throughout.
This heuristic terminates when no further improvement can be
achieved through swapping. To compare CMM with a model
that captures correlation structure of utilities, we use multino-
mial probit (MNP) model. Since doesn’t have a
closed form under MNP, we use simulation to evaluate this ex-
pectation. For each evaluation, we use 10,000 samples generated
from the given normal distribution. Optimal packaging designs
are found using the same greedy-swapping heuristic as in CMM.

We also find the optimal solution to this problem under the
MNL model

The utility of base (defined as the length and width of the
mother box) for a order is given by

(13)

where is a constant which can be seen as a fixed revenue from
each order (we used for all orders), and is the
cost of shipping kg volumetric weight to destination . The
parameters are the length and width (in cm) of base , and

is the height achieved by the order when packed (see next
section for the details of how is found) in a box with base .

A. Data

We were provided a limited data of a total of 101 orders.
This data was collected during consecutive working days over
a week. For each order, the dimension of the individual item-
boxes, order destination, and dimensions of mother-box used
were provided. We were also provided with the freight rates of
various freight services used by the firm. Fig. 9 shows the di-
mensions (length, width, and height in cm) of some of the typ-
ical item-boxes shipped by the firm. It gives a fair idea about the
variation in shapes and sizes of the item-boxes: some are elon-
gated (like a rod), some are flat (like a pizza box), while some
have regular cuboid shape.

Fig. 10 shows frequency distribution of the sum of volume
weights of all the item-boxes belonging to an order for six major
customer destinations. Orders from China and Japan cover a
big range of volume weights and may have high values (upto
105 kg), whereas orders from Japan are quite uniformly dis-
tributed. Orders from US and Malaysia, on the other hand, have
low volume weights (upto 25 kg). It is clear that orders do have

Fig. 9. Dimensions of various item-boxes.

Fig. 10. Destination-wise volume weight distribution for orders.

some peculiar characteristics (in-terms of volume weights) des-
tination-wise. Moreover we have different freight rates appli-
cable for different destinations.

There are mainly two types of freight services used by the
DC—freight forwarders (such as KWE and DHL Global), and
express services (such as DHL Express and FEDEX). A snap-
shot of the shipping cost structures for both types of providers
are shown in Fig. 11. The shipping cost structure affect
through the term . Tracking both the smallest and largest
item-boxes involved in all the orders, we identified the base
candidates of the mother-box. We start the length/width from
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Fig. 11. Typical shipping cost curve for freight-forward services (dashed line)
and express services (solid line).

15 cm, and increase by 10 cm interval each time, until we arrive
at 85 cm for both length and width. Therefore, totally we get
36 base candidates. Given these base candidates and the order
information, our objective is to select bases for mother-boxes.

Next, we describe how we obtain empirical estimates of the
first and second moment matrix of the utility function :

• We randomly select 10 orders per destination from the
available historical data. For each order to destination
and each base , we find height by packing the items
(belonging to the order) in the box with base . We use a
commercial 3D packing software, 3D load packer devel-
oped by Astrokettle Algorithms, to find this height with
rectangular packing (without orientation). The height
is chosen so as to attain minimum volume using the base
so that all the items belonging to the order can be packed.
In Fig. 12, we show a snapshot of the packing using the
3D Load packer software, and the corresponding packing
obtained is shown in Fig. 13. Given a base and an order,
we were able to find the minimum possible volume (and
hence maximum possible utility) that is achievable using
the given base for a particular order.

• With this height , length and width of the base ,
we find the volumetric weight of the mother-box with base

and order . Utilities can then be found using (13), and
information on freight costs. Given these samples of utility
vectors we find estimates for mean and covariance matrix
of utilities.

B. Computational Results

Table IV provides the bases chosen for the mother-boxes
using MNL, CMM, and MNP for varying values of . The
results indicate that the bases selected from the CMM tend to
span a broader range than those from the MNL model. This can
be explained by the fact that CMM captures the information
about common attributes of bases in terms of their width and
length by the covariance of utilities. Therefore, the CMM
successfully avoids the tendency to focus only on bases with
high utility means, instead it includes bases with more variant
dimensions to satisfy divergent order needs. For example, we
can find in CMM’s box set, base 65 75 is avoided throughout,
whereas base 65 85 is kept in the set. MNL model includes
both bases in all the cases. In terms of utility values, these two

Fig. 12. Sample of packing using 3D loadpacker.

Fig. 13. View of packing generated in the sample of Fig. 12.

bases have high correlation of 0.9779. Thus it often suffices
to carry one of the two bases in the product line. The designs
implied by CMM and MNP have similarity. For example, when

, 5 out of 10 bases are common in CMM and MNP
selection. Both the selections suggest bases that cover a broad
range from 36 choices.

We use simulation to test out-of-sample performance of the
designs suggested by MNL, CMM, and MNP. Based on the
mean and covariance estimates of utilities, we simulate the per-
formance of both box sets using 100,000 randomly generated
utility values, using the multivariate normal distributions. Em-
ployment of the multivariate normal distribution for the utilities
is the most reasonable and convenient approach to simulate the
utilities.

Table V lists the resulting average utilities and the corre-
sponding average cost obtained by each base set under MNL
and CMM. From Table V, we can see that CMM significantly
improves the average resulting utilities compared to the MNL
model. The savings in the corresponding shipping cost is even
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TABLE IV
BASE SETS SELECTED BY MNL AND CMM

TABLE V
SIMULATED UTILITIES AND COSTS FOR MNL AND CMM

TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF CMM AND MNP

more significant. From our numerical results, the extent of im-
provements in utility and savings in cost tend to increase as the
number of selected bases increases.

Comparison results for CMM and MNP are shown in
Table VI. As expected, since the exact distribution is assumed
to be known in case of MNP for selection, it does show mar-
ginal improvements in out-of-sample average utilities but this
comes at the expense of significant cost of computational time
to find optimal packaging selection. CMM gives a minimum
percentage improvement of 38% in computational time as com-
pared to MNP, while the maximum improvement is 303.8%.
Recall that this improvement is based on 10,000 samples for
the evaluation of . Maximum utility improvement
using MNP over CMM is 1.23% while the minimum is 0.39%.
For MNP we use the same normal utility distributions in base
selection as well as out-of-sample performance. For CMM,
the utility distributions used for selection and out-of-sample
tests are different, former being the extremal distributions of
CMM and latter being the normal distributions. Therefore the

improvement in average utilities also owes to the distributional
assumptions in MNP for the packaging selection problem.

We used the actual shipping cost incurred in shipping each
order as a benchmark to test the performance of CMM. For each
order, dimensions of the mother-box used was provided to us,
so we could find this benchmark cost for each order. A total
of 7 standard sized boxes (without flexible heights) were being
used at the time the data was collected. Dimensions of these
mother-boxes were , ,

, , , , and
. We used our base-set with 7 bases (corresponding

to bases 15 55, 25 45, 25 25, 45 45, 45 55, 65
85, 85 85) with flexible packaging option to pack each order
and find the shipping cost using the box with this base-set. To
calculate the shipping cost, the 3D packaging software was used
and each order was assigned the base which corresponded to
the minimum shipping cost. The comparison of total cost with
the existing box-set and that with the 7 base set generated by
CMM shows a percentage reduction of 11.24 in the shipping
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cost. Another interesting finding is that the total shipping cost
using only the 6-base set (corresponding to bases 85 65, 45
25, 75 35, 25 25, 55 15, 45 45) improves the shipping
cost by 8.53% as compared to the benchmark performance. The
option of flexible height can thus potentially allow the dc to use
less number of bases to meet the needs of packaging operation.
It should be mentioned here that the cost reduction highlighted
here is the result of solution suggested by CMM as well as the
flexible packaging option.

V. CONCLUSION

There are many real life discrete choice situations where alter-
native utilities are correlated for a given consumer. In this paper
we proposed a model, called Cross Moment Model (CMM),
which generates choice probabilities for this class of problems.
The choice model proposed here uses only the mean and covari-
ance information of utility evaluations across the alternatives.
Despite exploiting just the first and second moment informa-
tion, our illustrations suggest that the model generates reason-
able choice estimates, even in the situations where utilities are
highly correlated. To test the quality of choice predictions made
by CMM, we provided examples in binary choice, route choice,
and random walk settings. Using an example, we exhibited that
CMM can be used to circumvent IIA (Independence from Irrele-
vant Alternatives) and IPS (Invariant Proportion of Substitution)
properties present in several discrete choice models.

The key advantage of CMM is that it avoids the need of ex-
haustive simulation to generate the choice probability estimates.
This allows CMM to be embedded into a heuristic to search for a
good set for some of the subset selection problems with similar
objective. Also, CMM is computationally tractable as a convex
semidefinite program, which makes it more attractive for prac-
tical purposes. As an application, we applied CMM to address
a flexible packaging design problem faced by a local service
part supplier in Singapore, and augmented the ease of choice
estimation with a greedy-swapping heuristic. The product set
delivered by CMM indeed seems better than the one suggested
by MNL model, even though the latter is obtained via complete
enumeration. CMM seems to have the ability to capture correla-
tion among utilities in design problems as our comparison with
MNP shows, and has computational advantages over the latter.

Our intention has been to propose CMM as a discrete choice
model, test its choice predictions, a few properties, and show its
ability to capture correlation in design problems where utilities
from alternatives are correlated. Models such as multinomial
probit that have no closed form probabilities, have the drawback
that simulation remains the only option to generate probabilities.
On the other hand, models such as CNL that have closed form
probabilities, have limitations in their ability to capture correla-
tions for complex correlation structures. Also, a good fitting of
the utilities to a desired distribution is not necessarily common.
Keeping these practical difficulties in mind, our model takes ad-
vantage of the fact that the problem, when solved under first two
moments constraints, can be turned into a convex semidefinite
program. The quality of choice predictions seems good in our
experience for several problems with correlated utilities.

While we presented the model for random utilities without
assuming any form, the future work should involve discrete
choice analysis from a statistician’s point of view. Given the
data, the statistician would first specify a behavioral model for
random utilities, and then calibrate or estimate model parame-
ters to make choice predictions.
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